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ON COVERINGS OF ALMOST DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
STEFAN PORUBSKY, Bratislava 
(Received July 15, 1974) 
In [3] the so-called Mycielski's problem concerning the minimal bound of the 
number of arithmetic sequences in exactly covering systems of arithmetic sequences 
is presented. An ingenious solution of this problem has been given by ZNAM in [6]. 
In [5] this problem is extended to principal ideals domains (PID). The primary 
purpose of this paper is to present the generahzation of this problem to covering 
systems on almost Dedekind domains. Another generalization of Mycielski's problem 
can be found in [2]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.0. Throughout this paper all rings under consideration are commutative integral 
domains with identity. " ç^" denotes the set-theoretic inclusion, "cz" proper inclusion 
and 1̂ 1 is the cardinal of A. Recall that an ideal Л of a ring R with A (=: R is called 
genuine. A non-zero genuine ideal is called proper. 
1.1. Lemma. For any two ideals A, В of a ring R and a, b e R, the residue classes 
a + A, b + В intersect if and only if A + В contains the principal ideal (a — b). 
1.2. Definition. An integral domain R with identity is said to be almost Dedekind 
if, given any maximal ideal M of R, the localization Rj^ is a Dedekind domain. 
1.3. Lemma [1; 29.4]. Let R be an integral domain with identity which is not 
afield. The following statements about R are equivalent: 
a) R is almost Dedekind. 
b) R is one-dimensional and primary ideals of R are prime powers. 
1.4. Let î  be a ring with identity and [М^]^^^ the set of its maximal ideals. Then, 
given an ideal Л of Я we have 
Л = П A'"-'^ , 
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v^here e^ and c^ denote extension and contraction with respect to the ring of quotients 
^Мл {}'•> ^-lö]. On the other hand, if Я is a one-dimensional integral domain then 
every proper prime ideal P^ is either a minimal prime ideal of Л or Л is not a subset 
of P^- III the former case A^^^^- is the isolated P;^-primary component of A, i.e. it is 
the unique minimal P;^-primary ideal containing Л. The latter case yields A^^^^ = R. 
Therefore, if R is an almost Dedekind domain then 1.3.b gives 
A = 0 P"^^^^, n^{A) ^ 0 . 
The exponents nJ^A) are uniquely determined because in the almost Dedekind 
00 
domains we have C\ B" = (O) for every genuine ideal В [1 ; 29.5]. The exponents n^ 
n = 0 
just introduced have the following properties: 
г) A ^ В if and only if Пх(А) ^ nJ^B) for every Xe A. 
b) п,{А + ß) = min {n,{Al nlB)}, 
c) п^А n Б) = max [п^А), п^В)], 
Since е^ and с^ preserve the inclusion, part a) is evident. Now, b) is a consequence 
of a) and the fact that the isolated P;^-primary component is the minimal P;^-primary 
ideal containing the given ideal. As to c), it follows from (Л n ву^^^ = A.^^^^ n B^^^^. 
1.5. Lemma. For any three ideals A, B, С of a ring R with С Я В Я: A + С 
the residue-class rings (A n Р)/(Л n C) and BJC are isomorphic. 
Proof. Define the homomorphism/: 
f :An В -^ BJC , X 1^ X + С . 
The mapping / is onto if and only if the residue class x + С meets the set Л n ^ 
for every x e B, that is, if and only if x + С and A intersect for every x e B, i.e. if 
and only if Б Ç Л + C. But then (A n ß ) /ker / and BJC are isomorphic and our 
lemma follows. 
1.6. Definitions. L e t / be a function defined on a ring R. A function/ is said to be 
periodic if there is a non-zero ideal Л in P such that 
x-yeA impUes / (x ) = f{y) . 
If the role of the ideal A is essential in our consideration we say that / is periodic 
over A. Fur ther , / i s said to be A-periodic i f / i s periodic over A and there is no ideal 
В ZD A such t h a t / i s periodic over B. 
1.7. Lemma. A function f periodic over an ideal A is B-periodic for a uniquely 
determined ideal В ^ A. 
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Proof. A standard application of Zorn's lemma to the system Sf of the ideals 
over which / is periodic gives that 9^ contains at least one maximal ideal. On the 
other hand, Sf is closed under the sum of ideals and therefore 9^ contains only one 
maximal element and the conclusion of Lemma follows. 
1.8. Lemma. Let A, В be two genuine ideals in an almost Dedekind domain which 
have no genuine prime overideal in common. Then A and В are comaximal. 
Proof. Two ideals are comaximal if their radicals are comaximal. Since the radical 
r(v4) of any A equals the intersection of the minimal prime ideals of A, and A and В 
have no common genuine prime overideal, r(/4) and r(J5) are intersections of disjoint 
sets of prime ideals. Then we have 
n,{r{A) + r{B)) = min {пя(г(Л)), п,{г{В))} = О , 
that is 
r{A) + r{B) = П Ря = ^ . 
2. COVERING SYSTEMS 
2.0. Definitions. Let Ai be proper ideals in a ring jR, â  6 î  for / e / . A system of 
residue classes 
(I) öj + Al, i el 
is said to be covering (on R) if 
[j{ai + Ai) = R. 
iel 
Covering system (l) is called exactly covering (on R) if the covering is disjoint, that 
is if 
/ Ф j implies (a^ + A^) n (aj + Aj) = 0 . 
Covering system (l) is called reduced if none of its residue classes can be removed 
without violating the covering property of (l), i.e. if 
[j{ai + A,)czR 
for every j e /. 
2.1. Let (l) be a system of residue classes (not necessarily covering) in a ring R. 
Define the function m(x) in the following manner: 
m{x) = \{i EI : X e ai-h Ai}\ for XER. 
The function m(x) will be called covering function of system (l). It can happen that 
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the function m is periodic. Then m is ^*-periodic for a uniquely determined ideal Л*. 
This ideal Л* will be called the ideal of periodicity of system (1). 
The concept of the ideal of periodicity generalizes that of the period of a system 
of congruences defined in [4]. 
If the covering function of system (l) is not periodic then p\ A^ = (O). On the 
iel 
other hand, f] ^i is non-zero if / is a finite set. 
iel 
The covering function of a covering system need not be periodic in general as is 
shown by the following example on the ring of integers 
1 + (2), 0 + (p) , 
where p runs over all rational primes. 
3. COVERING OF ALMOST DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
3.0. Henceforth we shall suppose R to be an almost Dedekind domain and {Р^}хел 
to be the set of all its distinct proper prime ideals. 
3.1. Let (l) be a reduced covering system on R possessing a periodic covering 
function m and let Л* be its ideal of periodicity. Fix an arbitrary i^ e /. Without loss 
of generality we may suppose m(a,J = I. Then 
(2) (a, + / l , ) ^ ( a , „ 4 - А ,„пЛ*) = 0 
for every / Ф /Q in /. Put 
пДЛ,-̂  n Л*) = ая for Я е Л , 
i.e., Pl^ is the isolated P^-pJ*i"^äry component of A^^ n A*. If 
nxi^io) = ßx for >̂  e Л 
then 1.4.b yields ßx й ^я ^ ^ ^^^h Я G Л. Finally put 
Ол = n РГ 
уФЯ 
\еЛ 
for each Я е Л. 
3.2. Lemma. Let Хе А and let О ^ у < ос;, be an integer with 
(3) (̂ .-0 + Оя п PI) n (a, + Л,) Ф 0 
for iel and i ф /о- Then /1я(Л,) > у. 
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Proof. 1.1 and (3) imply 
(a,-, - a,-) Ç QxnPl + A,. 
On the other hand, (2) yields 
(a,, - a,) ^ Q,n P«/ + Л,. 
If 0 ^ n,{A,) й У (<о^я) then пя(0я n PJ + Л,) = п,{Л,) = n,{Q, n Р ^ + ^0-
Moreover, we have U^QÄ ^ ^Я + ^/) = min {«V(6A ^ ^I). "v(^0} for v Ф Я. But 
«у(оя ^ ^I) = «у(бя) because of 1.4.c, i.e. Q;^ n Pi + A^ = Q;, n P^ + A^ which 
is in contradiction with the above inclusions. 
3.3. According to 1 3.b, 
is the set of Ря-primary ideals lying over P^^ in R for each Àe A. 
Let Уя,5 denote a fixed set of the representatives of all distinct non-zero residue 
classes of the residue-class ring (оя ^ ^я)/(бя '^ ^я^^)^ where ^ is a non-negative 
integer and le A (P^ = P). Thus if уя,̂  ̂  Уя,5 then уя,̂  e оя ^ ^1 but ^я,̂  Ф 
iQ,r^p\^\ 
3.4. Lemma. iVo pair of elements of the form 
^io + y^,à 
^ith Ух,о ranging over Y^ ^ for (5 = 0, 1, ..., ая — 1 and AG A belongs to the same 
residue class of the system 
ai + Ai, / Ф /о . iel. 
Proof. Distinguish the following two cases: 
«fo + -̂ я,5' e aj + ^y , 
where; ф /Q, ^ ^ ^' and }̂ я,5 e Гя,5. ^я,5' ̂  )0.,5" By subtraction we get 
Ух,о - ^x,ô' = ^ ' meAj, 
Lemma 3.2 gives Пя(Лу) > (5', i.e. Aj ç p̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ cz P^', thus m e P̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ and also 
m G Pf. On the other hand, since x^^y ̂  Qx ^ ^î ^^^ ^я,^' ̂  бя ^̂  ^1 ' ""^ it follows 
^^я,о'еРГ and ХЯ,5 '^Р1 ' - ' \ Similarly, Д^я,^^^! and >^я.5^^Г'-
Let Ô < ô\ Then y^ ^ ф pf and therefore УХ,О - ^X,Ô' Ф ^ Г This contradicts the 
facts that m = УХ,О - XX,Ô' and m e P^x> 
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Let ô = ô\ Since j ^ , ^ + Р Г ^ Ф х^,^ + i^^+i (^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^̂ .̂  distinct elements 
from Уд,Д it follows that Уя,о - ^д,^^^^1+1. But n,(Aj) ^ Ô + 1, that is m e 
e P̂ <̂̂ -'> с P^"^^ and the contradiction is evident. 
II. ^io + y^,ô e â . + Aj , 
with j Ф /o and À Ф v. Again 
(4) Ух,о - Xv,ô' = m , m e Л^.. 
Similarly as in the previous case m e P̂ -̂ -̂̂ > с Pj ' . Since Xv,̂ ' e P f and x̂ ^̂ , ^ Pf ^ \ 
we have х^,5' ̂  P"^ '̂*^^ On the other hand, у;,^^ e Q^ ç P^^ whenever v ф i . If P^^ ç 
Ç p^v(^i) ti^en we immediately get a contradiction with (4). In case P"̂ ^^^^ с PJĴ  
both m and y^,^ are in P^\ But x,^s' Ф K'^^ and therefore х,^^' Ф К {^' й OL, - 1), 
again a contradiction. 
3.5. If X e 7;̂  5 for (5 - 0, 1, ..., îA - 1 then x ф P^^ and therefore x ф Л,^, i.e. 
none of the elements of the set 
(5) ^ /0+ ^Я,. = {̂ /о + ^ - ^ ^ ^ Я , Л 
with X G Л and ̂  = О, 1> • • -, Ĵ A — 1 belongs to the class ai^ + Л,^. But it is evident 
that the elements of (5) with д ^ ß^ belong to ai^ + Ai^. This fact will be of impor-
tance in our further results and therefore we define 
m,-̂ (x) = |{/ el - iQ : xE ai -b Л J | for xe R , 
For instance, if Л* = Л,-̂  or Л* = î  then m(x) = ^ ioW for all elements x in sets 
(5) with 0 = 0, 1,...,^9я - 1 ,ЯсЛ. 
3.6. Theorem. Suppose R is an almost Dedekind domain and {РЯ}А6Л i^ the set 
of all proper prime ideals in R. Let (l) be a reduced covering system on R posses­
sing a periodic covering function m. Given any / Q G / choose ai^ in such a way 
that tn{ai^) = 1. Then 
а л - 1 
(6) H ^ i + S Z E '".•„(«.•o + )̂> 
ЯеЛ' 0 = 0 xeY^,ô 
where A' = [Л e Л : oc^ Ф 0} while the other symbols are defined as in the preceding 
paragraphs. 
The proof follows immediately from 3.4 and 3.5. 
3.7. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 3.6 it holds 
(7) H î + z 'zWr ' l - i ] . 
ЛеЛ' 0 = 0 
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Proof. Because m,-^(x) ^ 1 for x e a^^ + Уя,̂  with S = 0, \, ..., ß;, - 1, X^ Л\ 
we have 
Z m,Xa>„ + x) ^ Кол n Р1)/((2Я n P f ' ) | - 1 • 
Using 1.8 and 1.5 we get 
| ( е л П Р 1 ) / ( о я П Р Г ' ) | = | Р я / Р П -
3.8. Now we specialize down to the case of some Dedekind domains. In this case 
the ideal Ai^ can be written in the form Ai^ = Y[ ;̂/% where only a finite number 
ÀeA 
of ß^s is non-zero. Since JR is Noetherian, every P^ is finitely generated. Moreover 
suppose that every P^ with Я G Л' is the direct sum of principal ideals 
^я = ( Ь я д ) е - - . © ( Ь я , о . ) . 
Then we have 
P\ = ® (ci) , 
i = 1 
where c,- = П ^ я ' / with eij ^ 0 and ^ e , у = ô, while i;(A, S) = I ^ 1 is the 
number of combinations of ^̂  elements taken ^ at a time, when repetitions are 
allowed. 
If the elements x̂  range indepently over a fixed set of representatives of the re-
sidue-class ring RJPx then the elements of the form 
i= 1 
with Cj's as above, form a set of all representatives of the residue-class ring P^jp^.'^^^ 
Thus 
\PtlPi^4 = v(X,ô).\RlP,\ 
and therefore 
|/| ^ 1 + 
ЛеЛ' y = 5'|:[ГГ')и-|-] 
in this case. In particular, if R is a PID then 
| / | ^ 1 + Е ) ? л ( | « / Р д | - 1 ) -
ЛеЛ' 
In the case of the ring of integers this inequahty was proved in [7]. 
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Since the modification of all obtained results is obvious if some of the appearing 
cardinals are infinite, it does not seem necessary to append explicitly their formal 
rewritting. 
3.9. Consider the following reduced covering system on the ring of integers 
0 + (2), 0 + (3) , 1 + (4) , 5 + (6) , 7 + (12) 
in order to show that the estimates (6) and (7) are different in general. The estimate 
(6) yields different results depending on the choice of representatives in Y;^^ and on 
the choice of a^^ for which m(aj j = 1. In the system above we have Л* = (12) = 
= {ly . (3). Consider the class 0 + (2). If Y^^^ = {9}. "̂1,1 = {6}, ^2,0 = {4, 8} 
and Qi^ = 8 or 2, then the right-hand side of (6) is 4 or 3, respectively. On the other 
hand, the right-hand side of (7) is 2 in this case. 
3.10. Let us turn to exactly covering systems. In this case Л* = К and m(x) = 1 
for every x e R, and therefore the right-hand sides of (6) and (7) yield the same result. 
In the case of PID's and the ring of integers, this common estimate was proved for 
exactly covering systems in [5] and [6], respectively. In these papers this estimate is 
shown to be the best possible. We show that the estimate (6) or (7) is the best possible 
for exactly covering systems also in our case. More precisely, we show (similarly as 
in [5] and [6]) that any residue class a^^ + Ai^ is contained in such an exactly covering 
system for which the bound (7) is attained. 
To this purpose, suppose that A' is well-ordered. Using the transfinite induction we 
can construct a decreasing chain of ideals consisting of the subchains 
n PI" = A'^^^ ID A^^^^ nP;^:=^ Л̂ ^̂  n P^ =) ... =D A^^^ n P̂ ^ 
for every Я e A\ where A^^'^ = R for the first element X' of A'. This chain terminates 
in П PT — П PT ~ ^io- If ^1 =̂  ^2 ^^^ two adjacent terms in this chain then 
кеЛ' кеЛ 
after replacing each D^ by the non-zero residue classes x + D2 oï D^\D2 we get 
an exactly covering system on R from this chain. But then the translation x i^ x + «ig 
gives the required exactly covering system because 
|(Л<^>ПР1)/(А<^>ПРГ^)| = 1Р1/^'П 
according to 1.5 and 1.8. 
3.11. Problem. Does an analogue of Theorem 3.6 hold also for reduced covering 
systems not possessing a periodic covering function? 
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